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About Author
I guess you need to know a little bit about me, so you know that time
reading the next 50 pages is worth it or not.
I have been in the field of networking for almost 20 years. During this
time, I have been with companies like Microsoft, Riverbed, VMware and
most recently with Aviatrix Systems.
My primary focus has been computer networking with a graduate degree
in Electrical Engineering and Masters in Information Systems. In the last 20 years, I have gone
thru several industry standard trainings like MCSE, CCNP, VCDX-NV, AWS-NS, Azure-Expert,
GCP-PCNE and most proudly Aviatrix ACE Design Expert. For the last 3 years, along with work on
Software Defined Networking on-prem (NSX) and Cloud Networking (Aviatrix) I have been
heavily involved with Kubernetes as the NextGen application platform.
Enterprise’s move to Public Cloud is happening at the same time when applications are being
rapidly moved to microservices architectures hosted on Kubernetes. In public cloud, the
infrastructure challenges around networking and security are unique, and Kubernetes add to
that complexity. With DevOps leading the way and networking teams often being brought in
late, the necessary infrastructure best practices and security controls are usually not in place.
Hence getting approvals from security, compliance, governance and audit teams becomes a
huge blocker. This may require a complete redesign which is time consuming and resource
intensive.
This happens because there is an acute shortage of best practices design principals when
building public cloud architectures from networking and infra security perspective. Enterprise
architects need a blueprint architecture that is robust and secure and at the same time can be
deployed at the pace that application teams demand.
In this paper, I wanted to address these challenges by showing how networking and security
architectures can be built with Aviatrix providing a unified control plane and secure data plane
that solves challenges for infrastructure and provides networking and security agility to
application teams.
I hope you find this discussion useful. I am happy to be reached out on LinkedIn and discuss
things around public cloud networking and security:
https://www.linkedin.com/in/cloudhammad/

Audience
This paper focuses on discussing different infrastructure design patterns that must be
considered for implementing Kubernetes workload in public cloud. We will use AWS EKS as an
example, but the same conversation applies to any flavor of Kubernetes including but not
limited to AWS EKS, Microsoft Azure AKS, Google GKE, OpenShift and any other Kubernetes
implementation in Public Cloud.
Typical roles in enterprises that are responsible for implementing infrastructure for this such as
Network and Security Engineers and Architects, DevOps leaders, SREs and anyone dealing with
designing, architecting, implementing and operating VPCs, Nets, Firewalls etc. in public cloud
may benefit from this discussion.
This paper is not an implementation guide rather a design conversation walking thru different
aspects of architecture that must be considered and their resulting design patterns.
Basic understanding of VPC, Cloud Networking, Aviatrix Transit architecture and Kubernetes
Networking is highly recommended however not required.

Executive Summary
As enterprises expand their presence in public cloud, in addition to traditional IaaS workload,
the same infrastructure needs to also support cloud native workload such as Kubernetes. There
is a lot of complexity and details that go inside a Kubernetes Cluster. Architects have to worry
about how the worker nodes running the applications talk to control plane (Master Nodes),
how nodes talk to each other, how services are exposed and how the pods running applications
communicate with each other.
Once the applications need to go out of the local Kubernetes cluster and cross VPC/VNet
boundary, it is analogous to traffic leaving an on-premises data center. All the advance
networking, security, availability and operational capabilities suddenly become a requirement.
Cloud Service Providers provide excellent services around application layer, compute and
storage however networking and security which involves interconnecting applications across
clusters, securing them, securing connectivity to workload exposed to internet, connecting to
on-prem, branches, getting remote users connecting, dealing with IP address Management and
IP overlap issues are some of the common challenges left for customer to solve themselves. In
addition to this, building everything with day2 operational visibility and troubleshooting
capabilities is top on the requirement chart for every enterprise.
Aviatrix is the leader in Public Cloud networking and security, working closely with cloud service
providers like AWS, Azure, GCP and OCI to help solve the advance capability needs enterprises
have. The Cloud Service Providers focus on providing the minimum basic capabilities which can
scale to millions of customers they need to support while relying on Aviatrix to provide the
advance networking, security and operational capabilities needs that enterprises need.
This paper focuses on addressing the above-mentioned needs of enterprises for Kubernetes
workload. In order to keep this paper short, we will look at AWS EKS as an example. Same
principals and design patterns apply irrespective of design patterns.
Technology leaders will find this discussion to provide comprehensive coverage across singleregion, single-cloud, multi-region, multi-cloud, and hybrid cloud deployments including advance
networking, security and Service Mesh scenarios.

Introduction to Aviatrix Architecture for Public Cloud Networking
In this paper, we won’t go into details of all the things Aviatrix does for public cloud networking
but focus on things that is needed to understand Aviatrix architecture for Kubernetes
Workload. Several conversation on Aviatrix Networking and Security in Public Cloud can be
found here: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCNLyA05BWgCmV1hEJrbhV2Q
Aviatrix Systems is the leading provider of networking and security services in Public Cloud. As
the CSP service catalogue grows, the focus is mostly on providing innovative application
services however there is very little focus and innovation in networking and security
infrastructure space. Most infrastructure services are very basic in nature and are tilted towards
developer community enabling them to quickly spin up workloads in VPCs/VNets.
As enterprises are moving their critical workload into public cloud, they need to cater to a wide
variety of requirements beyond the basic constructs offered by the cloud providers. The
challenge for enterprise architects can be summed up in three basic issues
a. Building infrastructure in public cloud
b. Making this infrastructure operationally ready and supportable
c. Provide Advanced Networking and Security capabilities

MCNA (Multi-Cloud Network Architecture)
One of the key things Aviatrix offers to customers is the Architecture, which is called MCNA
(Multi-Cloud Network Architecture). MCNA offers customers a simple, repeatable architecture
that solves networking challenges in single region of your first cloud and then extend that to
multiple regions and multiple clouds.

You cannot do Multiple Clouds right, until you do Single Cloud right
MCNA is a proven architecture with thousands of deployments which provides a validated
design blueprint that customers can use for their enterprise designs in public cloud. MCNA
Architecture enables enterprise networking teams to turn around to applications teams and
say, go build services and deploy infrastructure in any region of any public cloud and I would be
able to provide you a consistent and robust connectivity model to support the apps.
“go consume wherever you want in Public Cloud, my network is there”
Enterprise Networking Teams to App Owners

Aviatrix Platform Architecture
Aviatrix platform is composed of 3 main components
a. Aviatrix Controller
b. Aviatrix Gateways

c. Aviatrix CoPilot

Aviatrix Controller
Aviatrix Controller provides a centralized control plane completely decoupled from data plane.
It provides capability to deploy multi-cloud and multi-account networks. Controller not only
helps with day0 build but then it also maintains the network up to date consistently, so any
network add/remove changes are propagated and reflected across the environments. This
property is referred to as ‘End-to-End Network Correctness’
Aviatrix Controller is a Multi-Lingual device that talks AWS API, Azure API, GCP API, OCI API. It
also understands software defined routing and CSP’s native networking constructs such as
VNet, VPC, TGW, VCN, Cloud Router, DRG etc. It can also understand traditional networking via
IPSec and BGP. Last but not least, it talks API to NGFW such as Palo Alto Networks, Check Point,
Fortinet etc. This gives Aviatrix Controller this unique capability to translate between what’s
happening across the entire deployment and make appropriate changes to ensure consistent
connectivity.

Aviatrix Controller is a Multi-Lingual appliance that speaks ~20 different languages. This allows
it to ensure end-to-end network correctness such that when a VPC in AWS N. Virginia region is
added, a VCN in Jeddah can immediately reach it, without any manual intervention or
configuration.

Terraform and RestAPI Support
Aviatrix Controller is a Single Terraform provider which means customers can write their code
once against Aviatrix Controller and the same code would work across all four major cloud
providers (AWS, Azure, GCP and OCI). This multi-cloud optionality greatly simplifies onboarding
new customers, organizations and business units (mergers and acquisitions). Similarly, RestAPI
support allows customers to consume all Aviatrix services programmatically for Infrastructure
as Code (IaC) initiatives.
Aviatrix Gateways
Aviatrix Gateways are deployed wherever advanced networking and security services such as
traffic engineering, NAT, encryption, VPC, IPSec, BGP etc. are required. Controller leverages
native cloud constructs in addition to Aviatrix Gateways to convert the desired network state
into realized network state.
Aviatrix Gateways and lightweight instances deployed in an active/active highly available
fashion. Gateways can be scaled up and down depending on traffic requirements. In addition,
all the software upgrades are completely hitless. Aviatrix Gateways are able to do data path
encryption at extremely high thruput (for ex, up to 70 Gbps inter VPC in AWS).

Aviatrix Transit offers a simple and repeatable architecture that can be repeatedly deployed in
single region of a cloud or multiple regions and multiple clouds. As seen below, the repeatable
transit design (hub and spoke) allows customers to provide granular advanced networking and
security services.

Aviatrix CoPilot
Aviatrix CoPilot is the visibility arm of the Aviatrix Platform. It provides unprecedented visibility
and insights into what’s happening in the cloud networks. It also helps fill the skill gap by
providing easy to use and dynamically updated topologies, filtering capabilities, top talkers,
trends, NetFlow data and much more. It drastically reduces the amount of time customers have
to spend in troubleshooting public cloud networks.

Other important features
High Speed Encryption
Aviatrix Transit based Architecture also offers line-rate encryption in the cloud and to the cloud.
This encryption feature is critical for security and compliance needs as the data path from
customer premise to public cloud provider is an untrusted domain and must be encrypted.
Traditional and native cloud provider solutions limit the encrypted throughput at 1.25 Gbps
whereas Aviatrix High Performance Encryption overcomes these limitations and can provide
line-rate encryption from data centers to cloud and upto 75 Gbps encrypted throughput for
inter-vpc traffic in the cloud.

Orchestrating Native Routing Tables
Aviatrix Controller is a multi-lingual device that can speak Cloud Provider APIs for management,
inventory and most importantly networking. With this ability, Aviatrix Controller stitches an end
to end consistent network comprising of route tables from AWS VPCs Route Tables, Azure VNet
UDRs, GCP Global VPC Routing and OCI VCN Routes. This ability enables customers to deploy
with ease inside a region with several VPCs connected via hub-and-spoke transit without a need
of managing the VPC/VNet/VCN route tables. Aviatrix Controller creates, manages, maintains
and updates these route tables to ensure they have reachability to all parts of the network in
the cloud and on-prem.

Service Insertion
Aviatrix Transit provides an intelligent and robust hub-and-spoke architecture with the ability to
easily insert rich services via specialized appliances such as NGFWs, SSL Offloading appliances,
IPS/IDS devices etc. These services can be deployed from Aviatrix Controller simplifying Day0
efforts. For ongoing operations, users can transparently insert these appliances in path of interVPC/VNet traffic without requiring significant efforts. Aviatrix controller will manage the
appropriate network route tables at VPC/VNet/Spoke/Hub/Transit to ensure that interesting
traffic arrives at the inspection appliances.
The service insertion platform not only simplifies the deployment and integration, it also
a. overcomes native limitation of requiring IPsec, BGP, ECMP that limit effective through
put to ~600 Mbps
b. Ensures there is no need for SNAT so there is full source visibility
c. Removing the need for SNAT also makes it possible to use the native Security Groups or
NSGs as original source IP can be used to limit the traffic
d. Active/Active deployment of appliances means easy scale out (up to 20 appliances)
e. Multi-Availability Zone support for Disaster Avoidance
Multi-Cloud Network Segmentation
Extending the security services, Aviatrix Transit also enables customers to define security
zone/domains that can cross transits, regions and even clouds. With this innovation, customers
can designate the networks as Blue/Green/Prod/Dev/Test etc. and deploy them in any region of
any cloud. Aviatrix Controller will then ensure that all domains can freely talk within the domain
even if they are not directly connected or live across regions and clouds. In addition, customers
can define inter-domain traffic patterns that should be allowed. Last but not least, customers
can combine this with the Service Insertion framework and choose which traffic, in addition to
being segmented, should also be subjected to inspection by one of the security appliances.

Summary
With this high-level overview and context around some of Aviatrix Platform capabilities, we are
now set to apply these concepts in building enterprise network infrastructure in the cloud.
In the next section we will review Kubernetes platform deployment options in Public Cloud
followed by a focused discussion on Amazon’s Elastic Kubernetes Services (EKS) deployment
options and its advanced networking and security needs serviced by Aviatrix platform.

Kubernetes based application deployments in Public Cloud
Kubernetes is a portable, extensible, open-source platform for managing containerized
workloads and services, that facilitates both declarative configuration and automation. It has a
large, rapidly growing ecosystem. Kubernetes services, support, and tools are widely available.
Over the past several years, enterprises have transitioned to building applications in a microservices fashion that are run on a Kubernetes platform. With enterprises moving to public
cloud, there is a need to support these microservices in the cloud, hence a need for Kubernetes
platform in public cloud space.
Customers deploying Kubernetes in Public Cloud have three basic options.
a. Managed Kubernetes Services from Cloud Providers
a. AWS EKS
b. Azure AKS
c. GCP GKE
b. Lift and shift on-prem Kubernetes orchestration platforms to public cloud
c. Do it yourself Kubernetes Cluster
In this paper, we are not going to talk in detail about deploying the above three options as the
reader is expected to be fairly familiar with Kubernetes in public cloud. The focus of this
conversation is around networking and security requirements for these Kubernetes deployment
options in public cloud and how Aviatrix helps.
For the most part, Aviatrix platform is agnostic to which Kubernetes platform is deployed and
supports all of them equally. To keep our conversation focused, this paper will detail the
deployment of Amazon EKS. Same concepts are applicable to all clouds and will be discussed in
subsequent, independent whitepapers.

Fundamental Infrastructure requirements for Kubernetes in Public Cloud
In all of these deployments, you would notice the following infrastructure characteristics and
associated requirement:
1. Lift and shift and DIY use cases would have Orchestration platform control plane and
Kubernetes Control plane deployed as virtual machines in the VPC/VNET.
2. Kubernetes worker nodes are always deployed as Virtual Machines managed by
customer
3. Typically, each deployment would be limited to a single VPC or a VNet meaning one
cluster, one VPC/VNet
4. Kubernetes Clusters may be deployed with Control Plane being accessible publicly or
private only. Hence, requirement for securing Ingress to control plane

5. Applications running in the Kubernetes clusters would require access.
a. East-West:
i.

To other Kubernetes clusters running across various VPCs/VNets

ii.

Shared Services VPC/VNet

iii.

Management component

b. North-South:
i.

Applications running on-prem

ii.

Databases or other services running on-prem

iii.

Access to services provided by others (PrivateLink, VPC Peering)

c. Egress to Internet:
i.

Access to registry services

ii.

Public services such as API endpoints of salesforce, credit card services,
cloud provider API etc.

iii.

Other Kubernetes clusters with publicly available API Endpoint

d. Ingress (from Internet or private):
i.

Applications running in Kubernetes may need to be available to internet for
public consumption

ii.

Consumers may come from on-prem via an IPSec connection for private
consumption of services

6. Security:
a. Traffic going in and out of Kubernetes Clusters may need to be centrally
inspected by NGFWs and other security appliances
b. Applications going to internet will need to be locked down to specific FQDNs to
limit exposure
c. Kubernetes Clusters from different security zones or domains will need to be
segregated and segmented.

Summary
With the basics of Kubernetes and different deployment options understood, the next section
will look at how Aviatrix platform can help solve these challenges in Amazon EKS.

Amazon EKS with Aviatrix Architecture
Aviatrix Transit provides an easy to use and repeatable hub and spoke architecture that allows
customers to connect several VPCs to each other. The VPC may be hosting several kinds of
workloads including applications, Workspaces or EKS. In this section, we will do a quick review
of EKS architecture relevant for our discussion here.

VPCs for EKS
Typically, each EKS cluster is deployed in a VPC of its own. The Worker Nodes are spread across
multiple AZs backed by Node Groups (using Auto Scaling Groups). For internet access, there can
be a NAT Gateway (which however will provide unrestricted internet access – more on this
later).

When EKS is deployed, there are two VPCs created.
Management VPC (that customers do not have any access – Managed Service)
This Management VPC hosts the Kubernetes Master Nodes in a Multi-Master
configuration with 3 Master Nodes across 3 Availability Zones behind a load
balancer. In addition to this, AWS creates ENIs in multiple Availability Zones that
allow bi-directional communication between the AWS Managed VPC and
Customer Managed VPC.
Customer Managed VPC
This is the VPC where Kubernetes Worker nodes are deployed. AWS Manages
the creation of these Worker Nodes thru a Node Group where customer can
choose the number of instances in the EKS Cluster.

Managed Service
Customer Managed

This is how the ENI would look like in AWS Console:

You can deploy the worker nodes across different AZs and they would use the above mentioned
ENI to communicate with Master Nodes. The end result would look like following:

Ref: https://medium.com/@marcincuber/amazon-eks-design-use-of-spot-instances-and-cluster-scaling-da7f3a72d061

IP Addressing in AWS EKS
There are two types of IP addresses involved in a Kubernetes Cluster. Each Node gets an IP
Address and each Pod gets an IP address. A CNI plugin is required to manage networking,
including IP Address assignment in a Kubernetes Cluster.
Amazon EKS supports native VPC networking via the Amazon VPC Container Network Interface
(CNI) plugin for Kubernetes. Using this CNI plugin allows Kubernetes pods to have the same IP
address inside the pod as they do on the VPC network. This CNI plugin is an open-source project
that is maintained on GitHub. The Amazon VPC CNI plugin is fully supported for use on Amazon
EKS and self-managed Kubernetes clusters on AWS.

When deciding on IP Addressing, you have two options
a. Nodes and Pod to share same
Elastic Network Interface (ENI)
and get IP address from the same
address pool, which is the
primary VPC Address range. This
is the default setting.

b. In certain circumstances, such as
where you don’t want the PODs
to consume RFC1918 address,
you would need an additional ENI
for Pod networking. In this case,
the IP of Pods will be drawn from
a Secondary Address Range
added to the VPC CIDR. One
caveat to remember in this case
is that the secondary IPs can only
come from RFC6598 address
space (100.64.0.0/10 and
198.19.0.0/16).

Building EKS Networking with Aviatrix
Aviatrix Control Plane understands the constructs used for EKS Clusters including Secondary
CIDR Ranges and hence are able to support both options as discussed above. There are several
different design patterns in which Aviatrix architecture enhances Networking and Security for
your EKS Clusters. Some design patterns are discussed below.
1. Aviatrix Transit Networking in single region for EKS Clusters:
a. Multiple EKS clusters
b. Shared Services Access for EKS Clusters
2. Hybrid Cloud (On-Prem) Connectivity for EKS Clusters
3. Aviatrix Transit Security for single region:
a. FQDN Filtering
b. Service Insertion with NGFW for East-West inspection
c. Service Insertion with NGFW for Egress
d. Service Insertion with SSL Decryption
e. Datapath Encryption for EKS Clusters
4. Multi-Region and Multi-Cloud Networking and Security
a. Repeatable (Transit) Architecture
b. Connecting clusters across multiple regions
c. Connecting clusters across multiple clouds
d. Multi-Cloud Network Segmentation for Clusters across regions or clouds
5. Aviatrix Transit Networking for Service Mesh
a. Multiple EKS clusters in single cloud with Service Mesh
b. Multi and Hybrid Cloud Service Mesh with shared Istio Control Plane
c. Multi and Hybrid Cloud Service Mesh with HashiCorp Consul

Aviatrix Transit Networking for Single Region
As an EKS Cluster is tied to a VPC, most of the intra cluster traffic is handled by the native VPC
networking. However, the pod traffic obviously has to leave the VPC and reach other
destinations or expose services that will be consumed by other entities. In the following
sections we will look at Aviatrix Transit and how it enables and simplifies connecting EKS
Clusters to these resources.
Multiple EKS Clusters
When you have several EKS Clusters deployed in a single region that need to communicate with
each other, Aviatrix Transit architecture provides a simple and scalable way for them

communicate. The Hub-and-Spoke based Transit Architecture starts with a basic Transit VPC
where Aviatrix Transit Gateways are deployed. The workload (EKS clusters) live in spoke VPCs
where Aviatrix Spoke Gateways are deployed that are then attached to Aviatrix Transit
Gateways.
Some important points to know about this architecture:
-

Gateways can scale up and scale down to support various scale requirements.
Each gateway is deployed in a Highly Available configuration.
There are minimum of 2 tunnels between each spoke and transit gateways providing
options for high thruput and failover
Each of these Tunnels are always Encrypted

Shared Services Access for EKS Clusters
Progressing from the basic connectivity between different EKS Clusters in the same region,
these clusters would most likely need access to some sort of shared services. Common shared
services may be management servers, logging severs, shared databases, DNS, Secrets
Management, Identity Authority, Cluster Registry among many others.

Aviatrix Transit allows the architecture to extend to any VPC that may be housing other
applications or a shared service. From a customer workflow perspective, spoke gateways are
deployed in the shared services VPC and attached to Transit. Aviatrix Controller will ensure that
there is seamless connectivity between all the EKS pods and instances in shared services.

Hybrid Cloud (On-Prem) Connectivity for EKS Clusters
Hybrid Cloud is a big piece of any Public Cloud deployment as enterprises have decades of
investment in on-prem data centers. This also means the micro-services applications hosted in
public cloud may also have dependencies on services such as databases, applications and other
entities that are still hosted outside of Public Cloud. Connecting the EKS Clusters to these onprem resources seamlessly and efficiently is paramount for success of any application migration
to Public Cloud.
Aviatrix Architecture offers several components to aid enterprises connect applications and
microservices running in Public Cloud to on-prem. In this section, we will review 5 key on-prem
connectivity design patterns as shown in the diagram below.

Connecting Data Center to Public Cloud
As there may be several legacy services still hosted in the on-prem data center, the EKS
based applications will need secure access to them. Some organizations may choose
private connectivity such as Direct Connect, or they may want to leverage internet to
connect the data centers to cloud. In either case, you need a transit architecture in the
cloud that allows you to easily and securely connect the data center to cloud.
Overcoming Routing Limitations: When using Direct Connect for end to end routing from
VPC to on-prem using native constructs, number of routes limit need to be considered.
As natively, you can only advertise 100 routes from on-prem to cloud and 20 routes

from each native AWS Transit to on-prem. Initially, these numbers may be enough but
as environments grow, the number of routes limit may pose a challenge. This is seen as
a concern mostly in Kubernetes deployments as more IP addresses are used then
normal instance-based applications.
Aviatrix Architecture offers customers unlimited route advertisement from cloud to onprem and from on-prem to cloud using Aviatrix Transit in cloud and CloudN Appliance in
on-prem.
Encrypting Datapath: The connectivity uses IPSec providing line-rate encrypted
communication from on-prem to cloud.
AWS CloudWAN with AWS Global Accelerator
When you have several branch locations that need to connect to Public Cloud,
traditionally, you will have to spin up IPsec connections from the branch routers to
some kind of routing entity in the cloud. Even if this is established somehow, how would
the various VPCs will be connected to the routing entity so that there is an end to end
path between VPCs hosting Kubernetes Clusters and the branches. Managing this
individual connectivity is an administrative challenge that Aviatrix helps solves via
Aviatrix CloudWAN.
Aviatrix CloudWAN is a feature that manages and automates secure connectivity of onprem Cisco IOS Routers to the cloud. The IPSEC connection terminates with at Aviatrix
Transit Gateway. CloudWAN can be used to fulfill the following tasks.
1. Manage multiple Cisco IOS Routers from the Aviatrix Controller. This includes
uploading and viewing the IOS configuration, making configuration changes and
monitoring the health and stats of these routers.
2. Automate secure connection of Cisco IOS routers to the Aviatrix Transit Gateway
or AWS TGW with IPSEC VPN over the Internet, thus allowing them to be part of
the Transit Network where they gain connectivity to Spoke VPCs.
Integration of CloudWAN with AWS Global Accelerator: When branches are connected to
Aviatrix Transit, they use default internet to access the cloud. This path can be
unpredictable with no or reduced SLAs. AWS Global Accelerator provides an optimal
path into AWS network from the closest point of presence from a customer location.
Aviatrix Architecture can leverage this optimal path to build connection from branches
to cloud providing a better and often faster path to Public Cloud. Aviatrix Controller
seamlessly performs AWS Global Accelerator configuration and integrates with the data
plane.

Connecting Independent Sites
You may have a number of independent sites, that may or may not be owned/controlled
by you that need to privately consume services exposed by applications running in
Kubernetes. To do this, you need to connect these sites to Public Cloud. The same
problems as CloudWAN arise but as you don’t own these devices or there may not be as
many of them, or the appliances may be of various different types there is a need of
simplifying this connectivity to cloud.
In addition to basic connectivity, you need highly available connections, support for
advanced NAT, overlapping IP addresses and such. This is where Aviatrix platform helps
enterprises by Site2Cloud feature that builds an encrypted connection over the Internet,
in an easy to use and template driven manner. On one end of the tunnel is an Aviatrix
gateway while the other end could be an on-prem router, firewall or another public
cloud VPC/VNet where the Aviatrix Controller does not manage.
With the site to cloud connection established, you can now perform advance traffic
engineering, SNAT, DNAT, operational tasks such as packet capture, ping, traceroute,
tracepath etc. In addition, you can also control with VPCs hosting the EKS Clusters any
site would have access to.
Connecting to 3rd Party Services
Applications running in Kubernetes Cluster may also need access to services provided by
3rd party that also live in public cloud. Some of these service providers may provide
PrivateLink to connect or have an internet-based endpoint that application can access.

Often times, the service provider may host the service in dedicated VPCs which need to
be reachable from EKS VPCs.
Aviatrix Site2Cloud as discussed in previous option can easily be used for these use
cases as well. It would allow seamless connectivity from the EKS Clusters to these 3 rd
party hosted VPCs.
Connecting Remote Users
Application developers and administrators often need access to the application for
development, debugging
and management tasks. One option is to setup bastion
hosts in each VPC and then manage credentials and managing firewall rules for
connections to it. This is not just an administrative overhead but very insecure as well as
shared use of bastion host limits visibility and auditing capability.
Aviatrix UserVPN is an easy to use and simple solution that allows enterprises to give
granularly controlled access to specific subnets in VPCs. Access to the VPCs is controlled
by creating and assigning profiles to users. In this design, the user connects to Aviatrix
VPN Gateway which can be behind a LB for scale-out architecture. Once connected, the
user will only have access to the subnets in specific VPCs as allowed in the profile.
Aviatrix Transit Security for Single Region
So far, we have discussed basic connectivity from the VPCs hosting Kubernetes clusters. In this
section we will be incorporating security services and talk about the different security
requirements from infrastructure perspective. We will cover the following aspects
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

FQDN Filtering
Service Insertion with NGFW for East-West inspection
Service Insertion with NGFW for Egress
Advance Service Insertion: SSL Decryption + NGFW + IPS
Advance Service Insertion: SSL Decryption for Ingress Only + NGFW
Datapath Encryption for EKS Clusters
Securing VPC Endpoint/AWS PrivateLink

FQDN Filtering
Cloud Native applications running in the EKS clusters often need to communicate with services
available on the internet. For example, an application runs API queries to www.salesforce.com
for data retrieving and runs API queries to www.google.com for app authentication. To provide
this connectivity, default method is to provision a NAT Gateway which can provide internet
access but has no capability to restrict access to specific destinations. As the traffic is coming
from applications and not a user browsing, the outbound destinations are expected to be very
deterministic.

Aviatrix provides an easy to use and lightweight FQDN filtering capable NAT solution that is
perfect to use with Kubernetes clusters. The FQDN filtering feature allows customers to run
discovery mode and collect the application internet access destinations and then enforce the
outbound access to limited and approved FQDNs only. This capability is often use for PCI DSS
compliance and in general limiting the outbound access available to applications without
deploying large and expensive L7 firewalls.
Aviatrix FQDN feature allows administrators to define blacklist or whitelist policies enforcing
specific FQDN lists that also support wildcard. Same list can be attached to several VPCs hence
simplifying the management. Gateways can be scaled up or deployed in scale-out fashion as
needed.

Service Insertion with NGFW for East-West traffic
If the traffic coming in or out of the Kubernetes cluster needs deeper packet inspection, several
enterprise customers choose to deploy NextGen Firewall appliances. These firewalls can often
perform advanced threat protection that may be needed to protect the applications. In

addition, they simplify the operational model as the operations teams are usually very familiar
with operating and troubleshooting these firewalls from on-prem world.
The challenge faced by enterprises and the firewall vendors is that they have no way of
intelligently and transparently inserting the firewalls in the path of the traffic. This is where
Aviatrix Transit architecture helps. Aviatrix Controller understands cloud native SD-Routes, BGP
and also understand API for several popular firewall vendors.
Aviatrix Security Domains allows customers to group VPCs with similar posture together and
allow uninspected communication whereas forcing communication with other Security
Domains to be inspected by the Firewalls first. This is easily achievable by a click of a button or
a simple Terraform/RestAPI call.

Service Insertion with NGFW for Egress Inspection
We have discussed the need of just FQDN filtering, and we have talked about East West traffic
that needs to be inspected by a NextGen
Firewall (NGFW). There may be a need
to control traffic egressing to internet
using NGFW as well. Some examples
may be:
i.

ii.
iii.

iv.

You need URL filtering
instead of just FQDN filtering
which for HTTPS traffic would
require decryption
Need to decrypt for payload
inspection
Centralize the policy applied
to egress filtering from
management console of
NGFW
Ease of use as operations
teams would likely be very
familiar with known NGFW

Although the above requirements are important but implementing them from a design
perspective with native cloud constructs is very challenging.
i.

ii.
iii.
iv.

As discussed in the NGFW for East-West inspection, there is a consistent and
constant management of route tables needed at all VPCs to redirect the internet
outbound traffic to the NGFW.
You don’t want to deploy a NGFW in each VPC as that model doesn’t scale well
With NGFW in each VPC, cost becomes prohibitive
When the NGFW is deployed, it needs to be scalable and highly available with fast
failover times.

The following design patterns satisfies both the requirements and overcomes the challenges.
This allows customers to easily deploy hundreds of VPCs without compromising on scalability,
availability while significantly reducing the cost compared to alternate native designs.
In this design, same Transit FireNet VPC is used for both East-West and North South traffic.
However, there may be a desire to have different set of NGFW for E-W versus Egress to
internet. This allows simplicity in design, operations and scale.

The next design pattern shown demonstrates how this scale out architecture can be easily
implemented. In this design, Aviatrix Controller will manage routing at VPCs such that all East
West traffic (generally represented via RFC1918) is handled by a dedicated east west transit
while egress to internet is handled by a dedicated transit.

Dedicated Ingress VPC for EKS Clusters
Typically, when application teams use CSPs LB as Ingress, the ALB is created in the same VPC as
EKS cluster. This has a few disadvantages or challenges for infrastructure:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Proliferation of ALBs
Cost of LBs
Management overhead
Traffic does not get inspected after passing the LB

Infrastructure Security teams require any traffic coming from internet to be inspected before
getting to the application however when the ALB is in same VPC as the EKS cluster, it becomes a
challenge.
To overcome these challenges, the best practices design recommendation is to have a
dedicated or few dedicated VPCs that will host the AWS ALBs. The EKS cluster will be in a
separate VPC. The inter-VPC traffic will go thru NGFW and other security controls before getting

to the application as seen in the design below. This can be achieved by using the appropriate
annotations when spinning up the Ingress Resource.

Ref - Application Load Balancer (ALB) Ingress Controller Deployment Manifest:
https://raw.githubusercontent.com/kubernetes-sigs/aws-alb-ingress-controller/v1.1.4/docs/examples/alb-ingress-controller.yaml

Advance Service Insertion: SSL Decryption + NGFW + IPS
So far, we have been talking about inspecting traffic that is initiated by applications running in
EKS to various destinations such as other VPCs, on-prem and internet. As most of this traffic
may be encrypted, you would need to decrypt this traffic before inspecting payload. Most
NGFW offer SSL decryption capabilities but their performance may take a huge hit while doing
so hence it’s better to offload SSL decryption to a specialized appliance that can decrypt the
traffic and hand it off to the NGFW. In more security sensitive environments, just NFGW may
not be enough on its own, and you may want to chain multiple types of security appliances in
the path. If you put all of this together, you need
a. A way to transparently redirect interesting traffic to an SSL-Offloading appliance.
b. Chain multiple security appliances (NGFW, IPS) behind the SSL-Offloading appliance.
c. Manage health, scale and failover of the SSL-Offloading appliance which will manage
health and scale of the security appliances.

The following pattern represents an example using F5 Big-IP as the SSL-O appliance with an
NGFW and IPS chained behind it. An example could be Palo Alto Networks VM-Series
performing NGFW and Cisco Firepower used as NG-IPS appliance.

Advance Service Insertion: SSL Decryption for Ingress Only + NGFW
In some instances, the SSL-Offloading is only required for traffic coming in from the internet or
another untrusted domain but not needed for east-west or traffic to on-prem. In such cases, we
can setup a dedicated VPC to handle Ingress Traffic where the F5 Big-IP type of specialized SSLOffloading appliance can decrypt the traffic before it proceeds to the application. Aviatrix
transit will handle the traffic and redirect the decrypted traffic to a NextGen Firewall for
inspection. Once inspected and allowed, the traffic can proceed to the application.

Some benefits of this approach are
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

Simplified offloading of SSL to specialized appliance
Transparent offloading
Transparent NGFW inspection
Selectively choose which traffic needs to be inspected.
Operational visibility and troubleshooting

Datapath Encryption for EKS Clusters
As move to public cloud is often led by DevOps, their definition of security may not be on par
with the kind of experience and deep expertise an infrastructure security architect may have.
An often-debated topic is need for datapath encryption. As Public Cloud is no longer a trusted
security zone for enterprises, encrypting the datapath is a must. Application teams may say that
the application is running TLS or some kind of application level encryption hence network team
doesn’t have to encrypt the datapath. The consensus from security savvy architects have been:

i.
ii.
iii.

iv.

Security is a shared responsibility.
Best approach is defense in depth
It is nearly impossible for
infrastructure security teams to
keep up with what version of
encryption is being used by 100s of
apps in the environment. Then
mapping those versions to known
vulnerabilities is a daunting task.
If a breach happens, infrastructure
security is still responsible, and
they won’t be able to simply say
that app security was just
applications team’s responsibility.

With all these points in mind, security
architects come to the conclusion that
they must have datapath encryption in
addition to whatever application team is
doing. This means that any application that
is encrypted and any traffic that is not
encrypted, both are protected.
In context of Kubernetes in AWS, when the
traffic is leaving the VPC and going
anywhere, if encryption is enabled, the thruput is limited to 1.25 Gbps only. This is a pretty
serious limitation as otherwise a VPC can provide 10s of Gbps in performance.
Aviatrix Transit architecture overcomes this 1.25 Gbps limitation via its High-Performance
Encryption (HPE) feature that provides upwards of 70 Gbps encrypted thruput for inter-VPC
traffic. The following design pattern shows how the Aviatrix hub-and-spoke Transit architecture
automatically encrypts datapath and gives customers optionality to perform high speed
encryption.
Securing VPC Endpoint/AWS PrivateLink
Applications running in a VPC including those running in an EC2 instance or those running as
pods in EKS need access to other services that live outside of the VPC. These services fall in
three categories

a. Services provided by the cloud provider themselves, such as AWS Endpoint Services
(Macie, API Gateway, CodeBuild, Code Commit etc.).
b. Services provided by 3rd party software vendors such as Snowflake, MuleSoft etc.
c. Services that you may have created for use within your organization. Perhaps you need
to expose a service to another line of business etc.
VPC Endpoints provide an easy way for application in VPCs to connect to services outside of
VPC. Mapping to the above mentioned three categories, you can create a VPC Endpoint for
services provided by the cloud provider, service exposed to you by a vendor or something you
or someone created within the organization.
Although, VPC Endpoint is a great service that makes consuming services easy, it poses a few
challenges for enterprises, such as
a. Infrastructure security teams see this is a backdoor for applications to access services
bypassing all enterprise control. These enterprise controls may mean limiting such
access to designated instances only or enforcing inspection by NGFW appliances.
b. How to limit and control sprawl of multiple VPC Endpoints across 100s of VPCs
c. It becomes very hard to enforce governance and compliance when there is no
centralized way to manage, visualize and control.
d. For support teams, it becomes a challenge as every troubleshooting session may be
different and hence may require a lot more cycles.
e. There is lack of visualization of traffic flows which makes troubleshooting even harder
f. This requires IT support teams to have very deep knowledge of native cloud constructs,
IAM Roles, Policies etc.
One approach that is very easily enabled by Aviatrix Transit based architecture is the
Centralized Services VPC which is the only VPC that is allowed to host VPC Endpoints. When a
new VPC Endpoint is needed, IT or the app teams can create them but access to them has to go
thru IT to ensure security, compliance, governance and support issues don’t become
challenging down the road.
The following design pattern shows that a ‘Designated VPC for Centralized handoff to
PrivateLInk Services’ has been enabled connected to Aviatrix Transit. With this design, all traffic
from the spoke VPCs need to be redirected to the PrivateLinks created in this VPC (which can be
single or multiple). Now all the traffic goes thru the enterprise IT controlled Transit which also
provides all the required visibility, troubleshooting and control.

Multi-Region and Multi-Cloud Networking and Security
So far, we have been discussing networking and security in a single region of a single cloud
context. We discussed the need of applications running in EKS cluster to communicate with
other clusters, applications, shared services across VPCs; on-prem locations etc. We also
discussed several security needs such as FQDN filtering, E-W, N-S, On-prem and service
insertion, Encryption at high speed etc.
a.
b.
c.
d.

Repeatable (Transit) Architecture
Connecting clusters across multiple regions
Connecting clusters across multiple clouds
Multi-Cloud Network Segmentation for Clusters across regions or clouds

Repeatable (Transit) Architecture
Aviatrix Transit based architecture, as seen through out this white paper offers a flexible and
robust data plane. One of the key benefits of using Aviatrix Transit Architecture is the
repeatability of the architecture, whether in single region or across multiple regions and also
multiple clouds. In this section we will look at the repeatable architecture from a single region
perspective and then extend to multi region and multi cloud in subsequent sections.
The same Aviatrix transit architecture can be provisioned multiple times in the same region
offering a way to segment and isolate different clusters hosted across VPCs. All of these transits
may be fully connected or zoned as needed. This also reduces the failure domain such that if
something happens in one cluster in a VPC like unexpected load or a compromised application,
you can limit the spread to a single transit.
Following design pattern represents an organization with multiple business units (BUs) or
divisions via merger and acquisitions etc. Different BUs would likely require an isolated and

secure environment when they can have dedicated Kubernetes clusters running while providing
full access to other entities that fall under same administrative domain. While each business
unit may require this independence, at the same time they also require optionality to pick and
choose who to connect with and where to enforce security policies.
This design pattern offers full control to BUs where they can choose to peer to other BUs but
not to a Sandbox environment. They may choose to connect to specific data centers or branch
locations as needed. All of this while they can also enforce NGFW inspection on specific traffic
patterns.

Connecting clusters across multiple regions
Enterprises are moving away from the limited number of on-prem data centers that physically
limited the placement of workload, to public cloud. This is where every enterprise has the
potential of having 10s of Data Centers hosted in public cloud. They can now choose to host
services in regions with best proximity to their teams, data centers, offices, customers, partners
etc. However, even within multiple regions of a single cloud provider, providing consistent
networking and security services becomes a challenge.
Each region of the public cloud is an island of its own that customer needs to manage and find a
way to get them connected. If you extend this to multiple clouds, then the issues become even
more problematic. With the ability to spin up clusters anywhere there are other realities such

as mergers and acquisitions, different line of business, geographically distributed teams with
different responsibilities etc. that also need to be managed.
The same architecture also extends to multiple regions of a single cloud provider. This offers
unprecedented flexibility and control as Aviatrix Controller will continue to provide seamless
connectivity. Some key take away are
a. Single control plane for multiple regions and multiple clouds
b. End to end network correctness as new environments are added and existing
environments are removed
c. No need to build individual IPSec tunnels to connect multiple regions or clouds. All of
this is managed by Aviatrix Controller
d. High Availability is also managed by the controller so if Aviatrix Gateways experience
any issue, controller will manage the high availability.
e. Same Terraform can be used to create multiple transits irrespective of the region.

The above design shows the ability of Aviatrix Architecture to repeat consistently across
regions. In addition, you don’t necessarily need a transit in every region. For ex, as shown

above, If the presence in AWS Middle East is limited to a single or couple of VPCs with limited,
east-west traffic, they can be tied to a different transit in same or different region.
Connecting clusters across multiple clouds
The repeatability seen across different regions of the same cloud is also available and applicable
when you are connecting the Kubernetes clusters running in a single cloud to clusters running in
other clouds or non-Kubernetes applications in different clouds.
Aviatrix Controller provides single control plane where all the accounts, subscriptions and
projects can be onboarded offering a simple way to build cloud networks that can become the
backbone to run highly complex applications that require connectivity from components across
regions, clouds, on-prem etc.

As seen in the above diagram, same Aviatrix Transit architecture has now been extended to
multiple cloud. Some of the key benefits include
a. Same Terraform code is used across all these clouds to setup the connectivity
b. Same cloud networking constructs are applicable and available in all the clouds
c. Same design works and does not require a complete re-architecture as enterprises expand
and extend their footprint

d. Ops teams are seamlessly able to support network infrastructure into new cloud providers
e. Same troubleshooting methodology applies irrespective of cloud.
Multi-Cloud Network Segmentation for Clusters across regions or clouds
Aviatrix Multi-Cloud Network Segmentation provides network isolation through security
domains and connection policies to Aviatrix Transit network where both Spoke and Transit
networks deploy Aviatrix gateways across multi-region and multi-cloud. The concept can be
described in the diagram below that shows three security domains
a. Production – Green
- EKS Clusters in AWS
- IaaS workload in AWS
- AKS Clusters in Azure

b. Dev – Blue
- EKS Clusters in AWS
- AKS Clusters in Azure
- IaaS workload in GCP

c. BU-2 – Purple
- IaaS workload in Azure
- GKE Clusters in GCP

The multi cloud network segmentation policy defined will ensure that Production cannot
communicate with Dev while able to communicate with BU-2. For Dev, all of its workloads will
have no access to Production however they will be able to communicate with BU-2 in Azure and
GCP only after going thru a NextGen FW.
This kind of control of traffic at a click of a button or single RestAPI/Terraform call to Aviatrix
Controller is unheard of in Public Cloud and offers extreme flexibility for enterprises when
defining and enforcing security postures that span multiple clouds, multiple security zones and
business units.
Aviatrix Transit Networking for Service Mesh
Multiple EKS clusters with Service Mesh
Aviatrix Architecture fully supports, embraces and further enriches Service Mesh offerings such
as AWS App Mesh, Istio, HashiCorp Consul etc. Different Service Mesh may have different
deployments and integration with additional service components. For ex, HashiCorp Consul
deployments may be accompanied by Mesh Gateways and AWS App Mesh may also have AWS
Cloud Map.

Taking the example of Consul Mesh Gateway forward, Mesh Gateway helps with service
discover cross Consul Domains. The application envoy proxies need to communicate with Mesh
Gateways. The Mesh Gateway may be sitting in a Shared Services VPC. With the simple hub and
spoke architecture, where Aviatrix is taking care of underlying networking, Service Mesh

components can seamlessly communicate with each other without requiring heavy uplift on
networking teams to setup connectivity.
In this section, we are talking about Aviatrix Architecture to support Service Mesh across
multiple clusters in single region. In further sections, we will be covering Multi-Region, MultiCloud and Hybrid strategies as well. In addition, we will also look at ways to securing this traffic.
Multi-cloud Service Mesh using shared Istio Control Plane
Istio is a commonly deployed Service Mesh project by Google. As discussed earlier that Aviatrix
supports any Service Mesh offering, let’s look at Istio as an example, supported by Google
Anthos.
Google Anthos promises a consistent management plane that supports Google Supported
version of Istio across various Kubernetes deployments such as GKE, AKS, EKS and on-prem
deployments. In this example, we see that GKE based Kubernetes clusters are deployed across
multiple VPCs in GCP with Istio. This inter-vpc cluster communication is made possible by
Aviatrix Transit that provides a robust hub-and-spoke architecture.

In addition to multiple GKE clusters, customer may also have EKS clusters deployed in AWS.
Aviatrix Transit makes it possible for the shared Istio Control Plane to be extended across
clusters living in different regions and different clouds. This can be supported by the common
management plane of Google Anthos as seen in the above diagram.
Multi-Cloud Private Link
Applications running in a VPC including those running in an EC2 instance or those running as
pods in EKS need access to other services that live outside of the VPC. These services can be
broadly categorized as:
a. Services provided by the cloud provider themselves, such as AWS Endpoint Services
(Macie, API Gateway, CodeBuild, Code Commit etc.)
b. Services provided by 3rd party software vendors such as Snowflake, MuleSoft etc.
c. Services that you may have created for use within your organization. Perhaps you need
to expose a service to another line of business etc.
d. Services that may live in a different cloud Provider
VPC Endpoints provide an easy way for application in VPCs to connect to services outside of
VPC. Mapping to the above-mentioned categories, you can create a VPC Endpoint for services
provided by the cloud provider, service exposed to you by a vendor or something you or
someone created within the organization.
In the single cloud section, we discussed how to solve this challenge for intra-cloud. However, if
your source is in a different public cloud then the destination, you must go over internet. For
ex, if you have an application in Azure that needs access to S3, you must access is over internet.
This poses challenges such as
-

higher cost
securing connectivity over internet
compliance & data governance

-

inserting NGFW inspection
support challenges
lack of visibility etc.

High cost:
Cost of retrieving data from S3 over internet is much higher than when accessed from an AWS
region using Gateway Endpoint. However, with source being in Azure and GCP, there is no
native way to overcome this
Security:
- Securing connectivity over internet
- Inserting NGFW for inspection
- Compliance & data governance issues as apps teams have unrestricted access to internet from
VNets and VPCs
- Apps team in AWS are creating several Endpoints and there is a sprawl of these across 100s of
VPCs making it extremely hard for security and compliance.

Operations:
- Support challenges as they have no troubleshooting tools available
- Lack of visibility as we don't know who is going where, doing what.
The solution that works for single cloud can easily be extended to multi-cloud as well. Imagine
you have applications that live in Azure (IaaS, AKS etc.) or GCP (Compute Engine, GKE, etc.) that
need to access AWS S3 buckets. Usually you would do this by accessing the public S3 bucket
URL however as that is public, it rides over internet and is very expensive. Using Aviatrix
architecture, you can route this traffic privately and access S3 buckets via VPC (Gateway)
Endpoint created in AWS while your application lives in Azure or GCP.

More details on the Aviatrix S3 solution can be found here:
https://docs.aviatrix.com/HowTos/sfc_faq.html

Conclusion
As enterprises are moving workloads in the public cloud, Kubernetes is a platform of choice, but
it does come with its own set of design and deployment challenges. There is a general lack of
guidance to setup infrastructure required to properly deploy, segment and secure Kubernetes
environments whether its single region, multi-region or multi-cloud deployment.
This paper largely focused on solving several design challenges for cloud native workload with
AWS as an example cloud service provider. We looked at networking and security aspects of
deployments with AWS as primary. We went thru networking and security requirements for
single region where we discussed how to properly interconnect EKS cluster(s) with other IaaS
VPCs. Shared Services VPC being a common example. We also looked at extending cloud
environment to on-prem where on-prem may be a single or multiple data centers, sites, clients,
remote VPN users etc. We extended the single region conversation to multiple regions and then
to multiple clouds and all of this leveraging Aviatrix Unified Control plane and the common data
plane.
We looked at several design patterns to provide security and segmentation. Inserting fully
scaled out NextGen Firewalls that provide full visibility and simplified deployment options. We
also looked at service chaining multiple appliances for ex by using F5 SSL-Offloading and Service
Orchestration.
Lastly, we looked at Service Mesh and how Aviatrix platform supports virtually any Service
Mesh deployment. Service Mesh provides intra-cluster features and for offerings like Google
Anthos or HashiCorp Consul, they require a proper underlay to securely interconnect
Kubernetes clusters and the Mesh components running on them.
All of this discussed with EKS as an example to keep the conversation focused and more
practical than using generic Kubernetes. However, all of these design patterns are also
applicable and available in Microsoft Azure AKS, Google Cloud GKE and other flavors of
Kubernetes.

